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Statementofthe BroMem
 
Beadaffg at the first grade level has been taught almost exclusively through
 
Use oftiie basal for the last seventy years. The promise thatusing the basal
 
and mastering shills would make readers of all ehildren was one that has
 
never been fulfilled.
 
By adopting fiae English-Language Arts Framework,the State ofCalifornia
 
has comniitted to a literature based program in which students are
 
encouraged to read and write. Current research indicates that the use ofa
 
strong literature based language arts program that can be integrated
 
throughout the curriculum will be beneficial to children as they ieam to
 
read and write. Thematic units is one way ofintegrating literature across
 
the curriculum.
 
Procedure
 
This project is based ona whole language philosophy ofthe teaching of
 
language arts through the use ofthematic units, Tfiematic units help te
 
provide students with memorable experiences with the literature. At the
 
same time,it provides an interdiseiplinary experience which encompasses
 
m
 
all focuses ofcunriculum. Students work individually,id small groups,
 
and as a whole class in utilizing literature to learn new math concepts,
 
social values, scientific concepts and proeedures,and other integrated
 
curricular objectives. In addition, students are actively engaged in reading
 
and writing aboutliterature throughout the project.
 
The themafic units in this project utilize the Into,Through,and Beyond
 
format. Children are introduced to the topic in a number ofways. Then,
 
the children read and discuss the literature. Finally,they are actively
 
involved in a vaiiety ofactivities that help in creating a memorable
 
experience with the theme.
 
Results
 
The purpose ofthis project is to encourage childrenin their reading and
 
writing as they explore a theme using quality iiterature. An integrated
 
curriculum will help to provide children with an enjoyable and hopefully
 
unforgettable learning experience.
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VI 1
 
INTRODUCTION
 
For nearly seventy years reading at the first grade level has involved
 
the mastery ofone skill after another while learning to read stories with
 
controlled vocabulary from the basal reader. Teachers have been lead to
 
believe that ifthey follow the basal manual as it is written,students will
 
become readers. Furthermore,teachers have been told that ifthey follow
 
the manual,just as it is written,and students fail to leam to read,the fault
 
lies not with the teacher but with the students(Goodman,Shannon,
 
Freeman,& Murphy,1987).
 
Unfortunately,the use ofbasals has done little to improve the literacy
 
level ofthe children in our schools. Because the basal brings with it a
 
wealth ofextraneous materials in the form ofworkbooks and skill sheets,
 
very little time is spent in actual reading. Research indicates that children
 
spend an average ofseven or eight minutes a day in silent reading
 
(Anderson, Hiebert,Scott,& Wilkinson, 1984). As a result, many children
 
have graduated from the school system and never really learned how to
 
read or write.
 
Use ofthe basal does not allow teachers to make professional
 
decisions about the procedures and materials needed to meet specific
 
student needs. Many districts and school-site administrators have been
 
mandating that teachers use the scripted lesson from the basal manual to
 
teach reading. Smith(1981)questions this;
 
The decision to be made is whether responsibility for teaching
 
children to write and read should rest with people or programs, with
 
teachers or technology. This is not a matter ofselecting among
 
alternative methods ofteaching children the same things...The issue
 
concerns who is to be in control ofclassrooms,the people in the
 
classrooms(teachers and children)or the peopie elsewhere who
 
develop programs. Different answers will have different
 
consequences(p.635).
 
Byadopting the English Language Arts Framework(1987)the state of
 
California has made a commitment to put control ofthe classroom back
 
into the hands ofteachers and students. Thisframework speaks of
 
"revitalizing Englishdanguage arts instructiGn through a literature-based
 
curriculum"(p. v). A literature based program does not contain the
 
scripted lesson ofthe basal. Nor does itinclude workbooks and mastery
 
tests that mustbe completed byevery child. It provides the teacher the
 
opportunity to use literature in order to promote listening,speaking,
 
reading,and writing in the classroom(Anderson,Hiebert,Scott,&
 
Wilkinson,1984).
 
Several authorities concur tiiatliterature should iised with a
 
language arts program. Goodman(1986b)suggests that the basal program
 
is quite inadequate. Hefeels that basal readers are organized around a
 
eGntrolled vocabulary. This makeslearning to read really the act of
 
learning to recognize words. Goodman cites this as only one ofmany
 
reasons for moving towards aliterature based laiignage arts curriculum.
 
Soutman(1988);speaks ofthe success ofchildren who have participated in
 
literature based programs. Typically,two out offive ofher low ability first
 
graders tested as high ability readers by the end ofthe year. Two would test
 
as average ability, and only one remained as alow ability reader. Many
 
professionals have shown strong supportfor the use ofliterature in the last
 
twenty-five years(Eoeller,1981). These people sense thatliterature provides
 
children with a wide range ofreading experiences that cannotbe found in a
 
basal. Children's enthusiasm for learning to read becomes more
 
pronoimced when literature is used instead ofthe basal(Rhodes,1981).
 
A literature based language arts curriculum focuses on integrating
 
the reading ofliterattare with hstening,speaking,and wiiting. Children
 
are exposed to printin a wide-variety ofcontexts,as well as an assortment
 
ofgenres. Children are actively involved with the use oflanguage and are
 
exposed to critical thinking and problem solving(Jensen^Roser,1987).
 
Integration ofthe language arts program with literature is only the
 
beginning. Literature can and should be used to integrate all subject areas
 
across the curriculum. Trachtenburg and Feruggia(1989)note; "Science,
 
math,consumer awareness,and critical thinking are frequently neglected
 
in first grade because priority is given to teaching reading. Integrating
 
these subjects with the literature saves time and provides the meanin^i
 
context necesssLry for retention and transfer"(p.287). The iise ofthematic
 
units provides the springboard for implementing literature across the
 
curriculum. Children experience the theme throughout the day in all
 
aspects ofleaming. Retention ofthe ideas imparted through the theme are
 
retained and stored for future use.
 
Through thematic units developed by the Into,Through,and Beyond
 
format children canleam how literature can be used in all aspects of
 
cuiriculxim. For this project,the Mto explores what the readers already
 
know aboutthe subject. It looks atthe background experiei^ce students
 
bring to the topic. The puipdse is to laythefoundation so that students will
 
have meaningful encounter with the literature. The Through involves that
 
actual reading ofthe literature and a thorough discussion as the reading
 
takes place. The purpose oftiie Beyond is to provide students with a deeper
 
understanding ofwhat has been read. Atthe same time,it allows students
 
to apply some ofthe new found knowledge.
 
Honig(1988)arguesin favor ofthematic uilts which follow the Into,
 
Through,and Beyond foimat.
 
A powerful reading program must attemptto involve itudeiits in the
 
excitement oflearning. It must offer them an avenueMthreugh which
 
they can moVeinto,through,and beyond whatthey are reading to a
 
new understanding ofthemselves and the world around them.
 
Emphasizihg reading and literature in our schools call increase
 
students' success in all academic ateas, as well as incfease their
 
success in beeoming effective and creative citizens(p. 236).
 
The need for using Into,Through,and Beyond lessons should not
 
focus solely on language arts. These lessons can be used to move literature
 
throughout the curriculum. Goodman,Smith, Meredith and Goodman
 
(1987)propose thatliteracy v/ill develop as itis used,and teachers need to
 
provide oppoirtunities for growth throughout the curriculum.
 
First grade is that magical year when most children realize for the
 
firsttime thatthey are able to read. Children atthis age need to be exposed
 
to a wealth ofliterature,some ofwhich can be read on their own while
 
other literature is to be read to them by older children and adults. First
 
graders need the opportiahity to experience the literature so thatthey can
 
develop a love for it, as well as a working knowledge ofhow language and
 
literature works. Providing opportunities for children tx) read, write,listen,
 
and speak aboutliterature by means ofplays,through music,problem
 
solving,and learning about history and geography will enable these
 
children to become literate atan early age.
 
As I have proceeded through the courses in the Masters in Reading
 
Program,I have seen a changein my personal philosophy in the teaching
 
ofreading. One and a halfyears ago whenI was asked to state my position
 
on the Reading Theories Continuum,Ifoimd myselfsomewhere between
 
skills and a whole language teacher. How I had been taught to read was
 
deeply ingrained in my memory. Ifelt a definite need to teach those same
 
skills that J had beentaught and that had helped to make mea sueeessful
 
reader. However,asI worked with children,it becaine evident thatthey
 
needed more than skills to become real readers. Some children kiiew the
 
soimds for all ofthe letters and many ofthe rules governing reading, yet
 
they could not pick up a book from the shelfand read it. Some children
 
were capable ofquoting spelling and grammar rules, yet they were unable
 
to write as they were too concerned about breaking one ofthe niles.
 
As I became a "kid watcher" I began to see my attitude change.
 
Goodman(1986)sees wholelanguage teachers as those who will alter their
 
plans based on kid-watching. Risk-taking became easier as I allowed the
 
students the opportunities to make dedsienp about their reading and
 
writing. Those books on the shelfthat tiie students had been unable to read
 
were dusted offand I began to read them with the children. They became
 
excited about reading a realbook rather than anoiher storyfrom the basal.
 
Reading was nolonger that dreaded time ofday,buta time that we all
 
looked forward to eagerly.
 
Before I became a first grade teacher,I questioned the kindergarten
 
teachers about whatI mightexpectifIasked my students to start writii^
 
on the first day ofschool. I Was told thatthey would cry and be frustrated as
 
they were not prepared to do this. Throwing caution to the wind,I went
 
ahead and tried it. Several ofthe children were upset atfirst until we
 
discussed how using pictures could be a way ofwriting a story. Welooked
 
at wordless picture books sind theylearned how to tell stories from them.
 
Then they set about writing their stories. Imagine my surprise when a few
 
ofmy students were able to produce notonly well illustrated stdries,but also
 
some text using inventive spelling. Needless to say, writing is now an
 
everyday ocGurrence in my classroom.
 
Although Iam stillin transition,Ifeel that I am coming cldser to the
 
whole language model ever3rday asIcontinue to experience new aspects of
 
it with mystudents. Like Routman(1988),
 
Idon't always use thematic units;Ioccarionally teach from part to
 
whole;I am still struggling hard to integrate more areas of
 
curriculum with the language arts—an idea that is very difficult to
 
attain. I anticipate that this struggle will go on for years(p. 26).
 
The project thatI have designed reflects my theoretieal model.
 
Students were encouraged to take an active role in determining the topic for
 
the project through a classroom vote. Throughout the project,students will
 
be given chGices. The small group each child participates in will be
 
determined by whatthat child woiddlike to know more abouton the topic.
 
Children will be given the opportum^to explore tibe topic thropgh a wide
 
range ofactivities from all areas ofthe curriculum.
 
Children will be working on whole class, small group, and
 
individual activities astheyread,write,speak,and listen to the topic. The
 
classroom environment will be such that children will be encouraged to
 
take risks. Goodman(1986)states that all"learninginvolves risk." The
 
students will be encouraged to become risk takers as they explore a wide
 
variety ofmaterials. They will be evsduating their own work in an effort to
 
be responsible for their own learning.
 
Rich(1985)sees a wholelanguage classroom as beinga place'where
 
a teacher cares. I will be a "kid-watcher" so thatI can determine what
 
changes mightneed to be made. I will be conferencing with children as
 
they read and write. My dassroom will be child-centered rather than
 
teacher-directed. Ihope thatthis will help to provide a setting where
 
children canleam all they want to know about birds and bunnies.
 
OlllHATUBEEEVIEW
 
Ctirrent research indicates that a strong connection exists between
 
the reading and writing processes. Children who are good readers tend to
 
be good writers. Children who write well,tend to read well(Goodman,
 
1986a). Reading and writing are enhanced through literature whichis the
 
base for a good literature program according to researchers. Literature
 
provides children with the opportunities to experience a number ofdifferent
 
authors, styles, characters, and genres. Research suggests that literature
 
can and should be integrated across the curriculum. One method of
 
integrating literature is throu^th^ use ofthernatic umts which utilize the
 
Into, Through,and Beyond lessor format.
 
READING AND WRITING
 
Calkins(1983)researched writing atthe primary level. She wished
 
only to coneem herself with writing as much researGh had Mready been
 
conducted on children and reading. It soon became apparent to Calkins
 
that reading and writing coMd not fee separated. It wasimpossible to watch
 
children writing without observing them reading. In order to write,
 
children needed to experience the sounds ofwhatthey had written. This
 
was accomplished by reading what had been written.
 
While writingv children offen need to read whatthey have written in
 
order to give themselves asense ofwhere they are going with the piece.
 
Theyneed to edit. Sometimes theyread simply to avoid having to conlanue
 
to write. Many children read their writing to share with others whatthey
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have worked so hard to produce.
 
Calkins noted that students were uSing skills that had always Eeen
 
identified with reading in producing their writing. As they went through
 
the steps of writing,rewriting,and conferencing, children were looking for
 
mainideas,organizing details, £ind sequencing ideas. Questions students
 
would ask ofthemselves or each other alwaysinvolved the use ofa skill that
 
was designated as a reading skill.
 
Calkins concluded:
 
Yes,I was wrong to view the two processes ofreading and writing as
 
separate. Wrong because writing involves reading,and because it
 
reinforces and develops skills traditionally viewed as reading skills.
 
And I was also wrong because writing can generate a stance toward
 
reading which,regretfully, is rarely conveyed in reading programs.
 
When children are makers ofrea<hng,they gain a sense of
 
ownership over their reading(p.fbS).
 
DeFord(1983)recognized reading and writing as supportive and
 
integrated prQcesses that are notisolated skills. TraditaonaHy,reading and
 
writing have been thought ofas separate processes which can be broken
 
down into numerous subskills. They are taught and learned in isolation
 
until aH ofthe skills have been mastered.
 
DeFord conducted a longitudinal studyin order to observe how
 
different language environments affect the development ofreading and
 
writing strategies. One classroom emphasized phonics,one used a skills
 
approach,and a third used a whole language approach. Children in the
 
phonics classroom were drilled on letter sounds. The skills classroom used
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a traditional basal and emphasized the learmng ofsight words followed by
 
workbook activities to insure that voeabulary was mastered. Activities in
 
the whole language classroom were based on language experience as it
 
related to children's literaturil. Writing by the children was integrated
 
with the reading. This was the only room in which writing was used te
 
help teach reading.
 
The results ofthe study were not surprising. They indicated that the
 
types ofmaterials used in the classroom had a significant effect on the
 
students' writing. DeFord noted that children from the phonics classroom
 
relied heavily on decoding strategies in order to determine unknown words.
 
The children from the skills classroom continually omitted words that they
 
did not know. Children firom the whole language classroom worked on
 
language experience activities as well as a children's literature program.
 
Writing wasintegrated with Ike reading program. These children weres
 
able to read for meaning as they used meaningful substitutions based on
 
The results ofDeFord's study showed that the children in the whole
 
language classroom were moving towards becoming literate by using
 
language in a variety ofways and through many different experiences. The
 
comprehension ofthe children in the phonics and skills classrooms was
 
not nearly as great as that ofthe children from the whole language
 
classroom.
 
Goodman and Goodman(1983)note the inteirelationships between
 
reading and writing. They observed that children "use in writing what
 
they observe in reading." Goodman and Goodman suggested that writing
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taska for children should be practical,such as making out shopping lists.
 
Tins practice allows children to use perspnal experiences for writing
 
purposes. The writing takes on more meaning when it serves a practical
 
purpose for the author. Activities in whicih reading and writing take place
 
at the same time help children to realize how important one process is to
 
the other.
 
Ih ah effort to establish a relationship between reading and writing,
 
Stotsky(1983)examined the findings ofseveral researchers. Stotsky noted
 
thatSchonell(1942),Loban(1963),and Fischco(1966)founda high
 
coiTelation between reading and writing, especially among upper
 
elementary and intermediate school children. The findings suggested that
 
better writers tend to be better readers especially oftheir own material as
 
well as ofother reading material. The research also indicated that
 
children who Write well,often read more thmi poorer writers. Better
 
readers tend to produce more mature writing than poorer readers.
 
Stotsky(1983)cites studies in which research was conducted to
 
determine how useful writing activities are in improving readi^ng
 
comprehension. The results ofthese studies showed thatin most eases
 
where writing activities were used to improve reading comprehension,
 
sigmficant gains took place. Studiesin which the aim was to improve
 
writing through reading experiences instead ofby studjdng the skills of
 
grammar proved to be very beneficial to the students. Finally,studies that
 
used literary models indicated significant gains in Writing.
 
Eowe and Harste(1986)observed pre-school age children as they
 
wrote. They discovered that children ofthis age react to literacyin the
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same way that adidts doV Writinginvolves a certain amountofreading,
 
and reading involves an audience, either the reader listening to himselfor
 
another individual or individualslistening to the reader. Ghildren,like
 
adults,arecapable ofcreating meaning as they write even though the
 
casual observer sees the writing as no more than a series ofpictures or
 
scribbles. The Child iscapable oftaking ownership ofthe literacy process by
 
becoming an author.
 
Eowe and Harste described an Author Gyde in which authors sMii
 
from reader to writer to artist to speaker. Authoring is viewed as a process
 
which has no ending point. Whatis written today may help in solving
 
toniorrow's dilemmas.
 
Franklin(1988)observed that as children read and write they create
 
meaning. As ehildren beeome involved in their writing,theyleam more
 
about themselves and the real woridin which they function. As Franklin
 
worked with kindergarten and first grade Hispanic bilingual children,she
 
noted how these children created personsd meaning in art and language
 
experienGe aetivities.
 
In observing the migrant children. Franklin discovered that many
 
brought personal feelings to a story. After listening to"The Gingerbread
 
Boy," one child depicted the loneliness ofthe old man and old woman after
 
the gihgerbread boy ran away. Another child drew a picture ofthe wolfas
 
he gobbled up the gingerbread boy. This child was amused by the fact that
 
the wolf got the prize and notthe old man or woman. Both children convey
 
through drawings the feelings they have as a result oflistening to the story.
 
According to Franklin,some ehildren are enamored by the theme.
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wMle otliers are more involved with a particular character or perhaps the
 
use oflanguage in a story. These children apply what appeals most to them
 
in their own writing.
 
Franklin sees that children are ahle toleam about the functions,
 
process,and conventions ofliteracy as they read and write stories. By
 
giving children a say in the designing ofcurriculnm,they are allowed to
 
pursue those areas andinterests they might have aboutlife. The reading
 
and writing lets them explore their interest areas in depth.
 
The California English-Language Arts Framework suggests that a
 
relationship eastsbetween reading and writing. "Just as writing is a part
 
ofleaming to read firom the beginning,reading is a part ofleaming to
 
write"(p. 28). It is important that a language arts curriciilum for all
 
school children from kindefgarten through high schoolinclude numerous
 
opportunities for students to read and write in meaningful contexts. Time
 
should not he wasted onleaming skills in isolation or filling in pagesof
 
workbooks. It is through an effective language arts prograni that literacy
 
can be attained.
 
In summary,research mdicates that a strong relationship exists
 
between the processes ofreading and writing. Researchers have discovered
 
time and again that children whoare better readers are better writers.
 
Ghildren who write well will have a tendency to read well. Children
 
involved in programs that provide numerous opportunities for reading and
 
writing \vdll be the literate adiiltsoftomorrow. Since researchindicates a
 
need for children to spend time reading and writing,it is important to look
 
at whatis available for this purpose.
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Literature Versus Basal Readers
 
The basal reader has been the cornerstone for the teaching ofreading
 
for nearly seventy years. Hie bdsal is an all inclusive setofinstructional
 
materials designed to teach all children. Itis not dependent on a teacher's
 
ability noris it dependenton a child's capability. Itis a carefully designed
 
program based on the learning ofskills and carefully controlled vocabulaiy.
 
It includes all the materials and instructions necessary for producing
 
literacy among children. Although this is the promise ofthe basal,it has
 
fallen short ofits commitment to produce children who can read and write
 
(Goodman,Shannon,Freeman,& Mui^hy,1987).
 
These authors feel thatteachers should be given alternatives oyi|r
 
using the basal text. "They contend that meanini^ul material,such as real
 
books,should be the focus ofalanguage arts program. They cite how
 
children in other English speaking countries have learned to read and
 
write without using basals from the first day oftheir schooling.
 
The current basal textbooks continue to be based solely on skills and
 
phonics. Routman(1988)suggests thatthe newer basals are only fancier
 
and updated versions ofthe old ones. The stories are still as dull as ever
 
and the publishers are continuing to use the same controlled vocabiilary.
 
These so-called"literature programs" continue to offer numerous
 
worksheets to go along with each chapterin the book. This kind ofa
 
program does nothing to make literature enjoyable to children.
 
Routman contends thatthe newer basals continue to demean both
 
teachers and students. Teachers are still told exactly how to teach the
 
program. Students are given watered-down or adapted versions of
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literature.
 
Listening,speaking,reading,and \;mting are the key elements in a
 
language arts program according to Routman. These are best
 
accomplished by using a variety ofreading materials and genres which can
 
include Big Books,poems,and favorite stories. It also includes various
 
writing experiences such asjournals,letters between students,and the
 
composing of stories.
 
Quality language arts programs involve all uses oflanguage
 
throughoutthe entire day. Children are given opportunities to use oral and
 
written language asfrequently as listening and reading. Since reading is
 
functional, it shoxild include environmental materials such as newspapers^
 
magazines,labels,and directions for games. Weak programs neglect
 
communication and focus on "studying about rather than using language"
 
(Jensen&Roser,1987).
 
Since the basal has been the basis ofmostreading programs for so
 
long,a number ofresearchers have worked towards determining it's worth
 
in the teaching ofreading. Some have also explored how writing is affected
 
by readingfrom the basal.
 
Basals discourage risk-taking by students. They emphasize aspects
 
oflanguage rather than language as a whole. Basals break reading up into
 
a sequence ofskills to be mastered. Readingis isolated from the other
 
aspects ofthe language process. The amount oftime given to actual
 
reading is minimized as time must be spent on learning skills, completing
 
workbook pages,and testing for skill mastery(Goodman,1986).
 
In order to determine the value ofthe basal text,Durkin(1987)
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examined the history ofthe basal. She voiced a concern that professional
 
educators ofthe 1980s expressed,namely thattesting was the mainstay of
 
reading instruction. Assessment procednfes indicated in basal manuals
 
were being used to replace reading instruction.
 
The teaching ofreading comprehension became the focus ofDurkin's
 
research. Durkin's observations ofthirty-nine teachers indicated that less
 
than one per cent oftibe reading time was actually focused on
 
comprehension. Out oftiie five basal series reviewed by Durkin,all
 
suggested that their program's chieffocus was faciiitating, teaching,
 
reviewing,and assessing comprehension. Durkin concluded that using a
 
basal program will do little to improve a student's ability to read.
 
Since reading and writing are such an integral part ofa language
 
arts pro^am,Brown and Briggs(1987)examined the effects ofbasals on
 
student writing. They noted that many elementary children wrote
 
mechanically as though they were parroting the structure found in the
 
basal.
 
Brown and Briggs replicated a study ofSmith(1982)in which two
 
groups ofsecond grade students used two different baSals. One ofthe
 
basals focused on sentences while the other was more story-oriented.
 
Ghildren who read from the sentence-foCused basal used fewer complex
 
sentences when writing, while those rea<fing in the story-oriented basal
 
wrote more realistic stories. The tjme ofreading materials used by children
 
will have a direct influence on the child's writing.
 
Research indicates that the use ofa literature program supports the
 
writing process. Children who are taught to write in a literature based
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pro^iirireflect a more complex writing style than those who are tanght
 
frim a hasal/ Critical thinking and commtinication skills are enhanced by
 
a literature program.
 
Using a variety ofliterature from which children are allowed to pick
 
and choose will help children to develop effective writing concluded Brovm
 
and Briggs(1987). Exposure to various types ofliteratiire will aid children
 
in broadening their story knowledge.
 
A Study similar to thatofSmith(1982)was conducted by Ecskhotf
 
(1983). Two different basals were examined. One used the simplified text
 
common to mostbasul series, while the other used a style similar to literary
 
prose. Like Sniith,Eckhofffound that basals affect children's writing style,
 
as they spend more time reading these books than any other kind ofbook.
 
The writing ofthe children tended to reflect the type ofwriting exhibited in
 
the basalthey read. The simplified textthatis being used by many basal
 
publishers underestimates the capabiiities ofchildren. Children need to be
 
exposed to good literary prose so thatthey have quality examples to emulate
 
intheir own wnriting.
 
Use ofliterature in the classroom is the answer to the growing
 
concern overthe inadequacies ofthe basal according to Goodman(1986b).
 
The lanpiage in the materials used to teach reading should be both real
 
and comprehensible. Such material will do away with the need to teach
 
phonics and grammar since children will learn these as they make sense
 
ofthe print. Reading pro^ams should include all types ofenvironmental
 
print. They must demonstrate to children how this print can be used
 
effectivelyin day to day life both for pleasure and for business.
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In summary,researcli indicates thatliterature is a vital key to a
 
qualitylanguage arts prograin. Children need to be exposed to good
 
literature as they read and listen. Since research indicates that children
 
tend to writein the same style as liie material they read,itisimportant that
 
they be exposed to good literature. Use ofa literature based prograni will
 
help children in developing critical thinking and communication! skills.
 
Children will begin to develop a love for reading when allowed to Ohoose
 
literature instead ofthe basal.
 
Is integrating literature across the curriculum an importaint issue?
 
Is literature best kept as part ofalanguage arts program Or can itbe used
 
elfectively in the teaching ofother subject areas? Keseafch involving the
 
use ofliterature in all areas ofthe curriculum indicates that it can and
 
should be used in the content areas and niathematics.
 
Integrated Curriculum
 
This section will discuss research dealing with the use ofliterature
 
across the curriculum. Brozo and Tomlinson(1986)found that use of
 
literature in conjiinction with a content area text will make a subject more
 
memorable and comprehensible to children. Literature vrill help in
 
developing children's interest in the subject, which in turn will increase
 
the amount oflearning.
 
Many chhdren can be good readers,but are often faced with difEculty
 
when having to read from a content area text(Brozo& Tomlinson,1986).
 
This can be due to the fact thatthese books are usuallylow interest and non-

motivating. Storybooks should continue to be used as children are
 
motivated to read and leam from creative literature.
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There are two waysthattrade books can be used effectivelyin the
 
teaching ofcontent area subjects according to Brozo and Tomlinson. The
 
trade books can be read before the textin order to provide the students with
 
the scheina;lor the siibject and att^^sametime to help build interest. The
 
other method ofusing the trade books would be as a follow up after reading
 
the textin order to elaborate and extend the concepts ofthe text.
 
While conduclang research on literature,Hennings(1982)noted that
 
many children's books reflect the basic concepts ofthe social sciences.
 
Some ofthe children's picture books are developed around themes that
 
relate directly to basic social studies coneepts,such as change,justice, and
 
values.
 
The advantages ofusing literature to teach social studies ihcludes
 
the fact that children are interested in good stories and can learn the
 
concepts quickly. Stories often provide a new perspective on the concept.
 
Another factor favoring literature is that the messages ofstories are often
 
quite subtle. This forces children to form their own conclusions that go
 
beyond the text.
 
Smardo(1982)cautions that while children's literature can be used
 
effectivelyin the teaching ofscience,it should not become a substitute for
 
direct science experiences. Storybooks can be used id arouse interestin a
 
topic. This cannot be accomplished with a factual bpok. ChildreniS books
 
that deal with scientific concepts can help children distinguish between
 
what is real and what is imaginary. A number of scientific topics which
 
can be explored effectively through literature include animal changes,
 
shadows,insect changes,the moon,plants, seasons]and the weather.
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When young children arelearning math,they need to learn coneepts
 
and relationships through concrete experiences rather than by abstract
 
ideas comments Radebaugh(1981). From the concrete, math should move
 
to tiie picture stage. Literature can play animportantrole in thislevel of
 
math development. Many children's books provide Golorfial illustrations for
 
learning concepts such as shapes, size,and the counting ofobjects.
 
Learning the sequence ofa story helps prepare children for learning the
 
meaning of ordinal numbers.
 
Franklin(1988)feels that as children begin to develop meaning about
 
a subject,they often use features from a vaiiety oftexts to supporttheir
 
beliefs. These texts include both fictional and nonfrGtional material.
 
Children can use nonfictional texts to support their expository writing
 
while using fictional stories to createfantasy. Both types ofmaterial allow
 
children to explore and create personsd meaning.
 
Anderson,Hiebert,Scott,and Wilkinson(1984)suggest that the idea
 
that reading instruction and subject matter instruction should be
 
integrated is nota new one. However,they note that this type ofintegration
 
appears in very few classrooms.
 
One method ofintegrating literature throughout the curriculum is
 
tlirough use ofthematic units. A thematic unitis based on one theme or
 
idea. It includes a number oflessons which use listening, speaking,
 
reading,and writing about the theme in math,literature, and the content
 
areas.
 
Use oflanguage across the currieuium is not hard to achieve
 
according to Goodman(1986a). Language can be used effectively in the
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content areas and math,as well as in a reading or English class. Reading
 
and writing can be integrated across the curriculum through use of
 
thematic units. Units provide the basis for use oflanguage,inquiiy,and
 
cognitive development. A thematic unit includes children in the planning
 
ofthe curriculum and allows them choices ofrelevant activities.
 
The integrating ofreading and writing into the total day's
 
curriculum%ill help to facilitate literacy development according to Weaver
 
(1988). Thisintegration is easily facilitated through the use ofthematic
 
units. Thematic units can be based on science or social studies themes.
 
Such imits can include keeping records, making charts to record
 
information, and learning how to use information resources.
 
Thematic units can focus on literature. Once a theme has been
 
established a bibliography thatincludes books aboutthe theme should be
 
established. This type ofa unit will provide students with an excellent
 
opportunity for critical reading. Furthermore, concludes Weaver,children
 
can be allowed to compare the quality ofa range ofbooks and stories,
 
A Theme Cycle allows students and teachers to use reading and
 
writing inlearning and developing different units ofstudy states Harste,
 
Short,and Burke(1988). Students are encouraged to use whatthey already
 
know to extend learning into the unknown. Both student and teacher share
 
whatthey know abouta topic. Together they negotiate how they willleam
 
more about this topic.
 
In summary,evidence for research supports the integration of
 
literature throughout the content areas and math. Children are more
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interestedinlearning fromliterature than from the text. They tend to 
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remember material better when they have experienced it through
 
literature. Thematic units provide the opportxinity for students and
 
teachers to determine the topic for curriculum study. It gives students the
 
chance to make choices in how they will learn more about the topic.
 
THEMATIC UNIT OVERVIEW
 
Since reading and writing are such an important part ofa language
 
arts program,the thematic units that are included in this project will
 
provide students with numerous opportunities to do both. Children vsdll
 
listen to some stories,read some by themseives,and read others wiHi
 
partners. Choices ofwhatchildren would like to read will be offered in
 
many instances.
 
Children will be writing about whatthey have read as well as whatis
 
read to them. They will be writing abouthow it mightfeel to be an animsd
 
ata certain time ofthe year Or how it mightfeel to flylike a bird. Children
 
will keep logs as they acquire new knowledge about birds and bunnies.
 
Literature will be the focusfor the thematic units. Children will
 
have the opportunity to work with both factual and fictional materials as
 
well as poetry as they explore the themes. They will use literature as the
 
basis for keeping logs and writing stories. Children will make use ofprint
 
as they read directions on how to play a game and read a recipe. Children
 
will have the chance to interact wilh iiterature as theyleam.
 
The thematic tinits will be integrated across the curriculum. They
 
will include lessons in reading, writing, speaking,and listening to
 
literature which are the components ofa good language arts program.
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MatK Mid the content areas will be taughtthrough the literature.
 
Children will be involved in art projects, musical numbers,and
 
dance steps as they explore the world ofbirds and bunnies. The integration
 
ofthe subject areas with a single theme will help to insure that students
 
willleam more aboutthe theme than they will by simply reading a textbook
 
or solving a math problem.
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EVALUATION
 
Evaluation sHouId be an on-going process thatinvolves both formal
 
and informal means of assessment. Formal evaluation includes
 
standardized tests and tests that are designed to determine whether or nota
 
child can use certain skills. Nonformal testing includes "kidwatching,"
 
anecdotal records, and collecting samples of work.
 
One method offormal testing is the standardized test which is usefnl
 
in determining a child's strengths and weaknesses(Goodman,1986a). The
 
major drawback to this tj^oftesting is the factthatitfocuses on skills
 
used in isolation. Goodman emphasizes tliat this type ofevaluation is very
 
limited as it does not give an adequate picture ofhow children use skills in
 
the context ofastory.
 
The Report ofthe Commission on Reading questions the purpose of
 
testingisolated skills. Itis believed thatifchildren are capable of
 
comprehending what they read and get meaningform their reading,it is
 
notimportant whether or notthey are capable oftesting well on isolated
 
skills. Testing small chunks ofinformation will not help children in
 
achieving meaning which is the reason for reading(Anderson,Hiebert,
 
Scott,&Wilkinson,1984).
 
The Galifomia English Language Arts Framework(1987)states that
 
using computers to score tests has reduced evaluation to no more than
 
assigning a number to a child. The Framework calls for a new method of
 
assessment. Tests must reflect the purposes ofthe curriculum;they mast
 
integrate all aspects oflanguage arts including reading, writing, speaking,
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and listening. "Good assesSnient practices will include informal daily
 
activities in which studentscommend each other for their strengths,
 
teachers create environments in which students can succeed,and parents
 
^pporttheir children's progress as part ofevaluation"(p. 33).
 
Goodman(1986a)sees kid-watching as the most reliable means of
 
informal evaluation in a whole language program. Teachers can evaluate
 
as they watch students interact with one anothef and with the literature.
 
Anotherimportant aspect ofon-going evaluation should be the
 
collecting of work samples. This will help the teacher to monitor the
 
progress ofindividual children. Such collections prove beneficial when
 
conferencing with parents.
 
Teacher observations are effectively noted by meansofanecdotal
 
records kept on each child. This is a helpful means ofevaluating student
 
The mostimportant means ofevaluation is not made by the teacher,
 
buta self-evaluation made by each individual student. Self-evaluation
 
allows the child to monitor his or her own progress. Children who are
 
involved in self-assessment will tend to be more conscientious about their
 
work.
 
Evaluation will be an on-going process throughout this project. The
 
emphasis ofthe evaluation in the project will be informally based on the
 
feedback provided by each child as s/he explores the theme.
 
Individual children will conference with the teacher frequently about
 
their reading and writing. The teacher will keep anecdotal records on each
 
ofthe children. Students will be responsible for evaluating their peers as
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they work in groups and help to edit each other's work. Students will also
 
be responsible for evaluating their own work and their participation effort
 
in tlie project.
 
The success ofthe projectitselfwill be evaluated bylooking atthe
 
enthusiasm generated by the students as they participate in the various
 
activities. Involvement ofthe students throughout the unit will be assessed
 
by the teacher to determine which parts ofthe project work and which need
 
more work to be effective.
 
GOALS
 
The purpose ofthis program is to have children acquire a love for
 
quality literature as they explore a theme by means ofa variety oflearning
 
experiences. The literature will be the motivator for children's writing and
 
the reading ofrelated literature. Another goal will be for children to study
 
scientific and social issues through the literature. Math,physical
 
edueation,and art will be used as they apply the theme.
 
OBJECTIVES
 
1. 	 To provide enjoyable and meaningful experiences with literature.
 
2. 	 To provide opportunities to use literature in all areas ofthe
 
curriculum.
 
3. 	 To provide numerous opportiinities to listen, speak,read,and write
 
with literature.
 
4. 	To learn content areas through literature.
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LIMrrATIONlS
 
I A major limitation ofthis project will be access to liie literature
 
^eeded to complete it. As this unitis notbased on a core literature list,
 
feachers will need to have access to monies with which to order the
 
materials or to a library which includes all the described materials.
 
A second possible limitahon ofthe project might be that all ofthe
 
children in a classroom might not be interested in learning about birds or
 
bunnies. Since this program is designed to motivate children to read and
 
jsvrite across the curriculum,itis hoped that each and every child will find
 
Lome aspect ofthe project enjoyable.
 
i Both teacher and students will need to be risk takers as they venture
 
forth reading and writing across the curriculum. Teachers will need to
 
leam how to cope with the noise generated by some ofthe activities.
 
Students will need to interact with literature in waysthey may never before
 
I Since this project is based on a wholelanguage model,there will be
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no drilling ofskills. Children will learn how to apply the skills by reading
 
and writing aboutthe literature. Children will be evaluated on the
 
knowledge they acquire bydemonstrating what theyhave learned as they
 
write,give oral talks,and participate in different activities.
 
Teachers and students must be willing to make changes in order to
 
reap thefull benefits ofthis project. In so doing,they will ail learn to
 
appreciate and enjoy literature as this is so much more motivational than
 
any basal program. The result will be an increase in reading
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comprehension and improved writing that is more complex than thatfound
 
in the basal.
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PBOdECr
 
A tfeeniatic unit can provide a strong motivation for students in their
 
reading and writing endeavors. It becomes even more motivating for the
 
students when they are allowed to have a sayin the selection ofthe theme to
 
be used throughout the unit. This project, designed for first grade chiidren,
 
consists oftwo themes. I chose the theme ofbirds and my students vbted on
 
and selected bunnies as a topic ofinterest to them.
 
This project has been designed so that all aspects ofthe curriculum
 
can be explored with literature as the base. Children will read and write
 
aboutthe theme. Science projects and P.E.activities will be developed
 
around the theme. The lessons have been designed using,the Into,
 
Through,and Beyond format.
 
The Birds Unit explores a number ofdifferen^t fictional and non­
fictaonai books,as well as poems,about birds ofevery type. Thefocus is not
 
only on one bpok,butrather on a number ofbooks which are used to develop
 
the concepts about birds across the currictdum.
 
The Bunnies Unitis based exclusively on the book.The Velveteen
 
Rabbit. Many other ficfional and non-fictional books and poems about
 
bunnies are used to extend the storv ofThe Velveteen Rabbitand the theme
 
of bunnies across the curriculum.
 
All ofthe children,regardless ofability leveh will be capable of
 
actively participatingin this project. There will be several opportunities for
 
sueGess for all as they work cooperatively toward learning more about birds
 
and bunnies.
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BIRDS
 
GOALS
 
Many ofthe first literaiy experiences ofyoung children are through
 
animal stories. Some ofthese stories are realistic portrayals ofthe
 
animals, while others provide glimpses offictional animals exhibiting
 
human traits. This unit will familiarize students with different types of
 
birds,answer questions about the unique traits ofbirds,and help children
 
to develop a sense ofrespectfor birds.
 
OBJECTIVES
 
1- To enjoy listening to stories about birds.
 
2. To read and write about birds.
 
3. To discover different types,sizes,and colors ofbirds.
 
4. To distinguish between factual and fictional materials about birds.
 
5. Toleam about why birds have feathers and why they migrate.
 
  
 
MATH
 
Writing addition and subtraction
 
problems
 
Graphing
 
More and less
 
SGIENCE
 
Predicting
 
Demonstrate how a bird's wing
 
works
 
Collect bird feathers
 
UNGUAGE ARTS
 
READING: Additional books on birds;
 
poems
 
WRITING: Keeping logs; make Gross-

word puzzle;write a description of a
 
bird; write stories; write a conversa
 
tion between birds; write a play
 
LISTENING: Listen to stories; listen to
 
nonfictional articles; listen to other
 
students
 
SPEAKING: Predicting;orally describe
 
an art print ofa bird;comparing and
 
contrasting birds.
 
STUDIES
 
•	 Map studies of where different birds
 
are located
 
•	 Trace the route ofa robin
 
•	 Field trip to Mission
 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
 
Make up adance step to move like a
 
bird
 
Game—Some students represent
 
weather conditions,others are birds
 
VISUAL ANDPERFORMING ARTS
 
Finger play
 
Make a collage of birds
 
Sing "The Speckled Bird"
 
Charades
 
watch the video"The Runaway
 
Duck"
 
Pantomime
 
Act out play
 
Make props and sets
 
Createa mural
 
Make bird puppets or masks
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LESSONl
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SYNOPSISOFTHESTORY:
 
Birdsong bv G.Halev
 
The beautifxally illustrated story ofan orphan girl called Birdsong
 
who is taken in by the wicked Jorinella. Jorinella has Birdsong play her
 
pipes to attract the birds which Jorinella then captures and sells. Birdsong
 
sets the birds free and is then saved by the birds when Jorinella threatens
 
her life.
 
INTO
 
Students will:
 
1. 	 Make a class list ofeverything that they know about birds. As new
 
facts are discovered,they will be added to the list.
 
2. 	 Watch the film Birds toleam about how birds nest,care for their
 
yoxmg,fly,and move On the ground.
 
3. 	 Learn the finger play,"Five Baby Birds".
 
4. 	 Write some addition and subtraction sentences based on the finger play
 
in small group. They will then exchange problems with another group
 
to solve.
 
THROUGH
 
Students will:
 
1. 	 Listen to the storv ofBirdsong. They will make predictions as the story
 
is read.
 
2. 	 Read Birdsong.
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BEYOND
 
Students will:
 
1. 	 Keep a log in which to record all new information thatis learned about
 
birds throughout the unit.
 
2. 	 Share theinformation in the logs with other studentsin the class.
 
3. 	 Work in groups ofthree to create a dance or movement to show how
 
Birdsong was able to enchant the birds. Each group will then teach
 
their dance step to the rest ofthe class.
 
4. 	 Make a collage ofbirds to show that birds come in a variety ofsizes and
 
colors.
 
5. 	 Make a plaster cast ofa bird's footprint which maybe found in sand or
 
mud.
 
6. 	 Additional books that children can read with a partner include:
 
Flocks ofBirds bv Charlotte ZolotOw
 
The Scared One bv Dennis Haselev
 
Junior Science Book ofBir^i Life by G.Pierce
 
Prince Sparrow by Mordecai Gerstein
 
Birds bv WoodsPalmer.Jr.
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LESS0N2
 
Into
 
Students will:
 
1. 	 Listas many difFerent birds as they are able to think of.
 
2. 	 Write a description ofa favorite bird. They are hot to include the name
 
ofthe bird. Then they will exchange their description with a partner
 
and the partner will try to decide what bird is being described.
 
3. 	 Describe coloring, size,and unique characteristics ofa bird printfrom
 
Audobon's Birds of America.
 
THROUGH
 
Students willleam abouta number ofdifferent birds by choosing to read
 
five ofthe following poemsfrom The Random House Book ofPoetry for
 
Ghildren edited by Jack Prelutsky:
 
"The Sandpiper" by Witter Bynner
 
"Sea Gull"by Elizabeth Coatsworth
 
"The Duck" by Richard Digance
 
"The Hen"by Lord Alfred Douglas
 
"The Huimningbird" by Michael Flanders
 
"The Night Heron" by Frances Frost
 
"The Sparrow Hawk"by Russell Hoban "
 
"The Canary" by Ogden Nash
 
"The Eagle" by Alfred Tennyson
 
"The Blackbird"by Humbert Wolfe
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BEYOND
 
Students will;
 
1. 	 Draw a picture to depict the bird described in each ofthe poems s/he
 
chose to read.
 
2. 	 Compare the two poems about sandpipers.
 
3. 	 Read the article "It's Great to Be Gross''from Ranger Rick. Then they
 
will compare the silly vulture from the poem"The Vulture" to the one
 
described in the article.
 
4. 	Leam the song entitled"The Speckled Bird",a lively tune from
 
Ecuador.
 
5. 	Play charadesin which they act as a partictdar type ofbird while
 
others try to guess.
 
6. 	Leam to imitate some ofthe sounds made by birds bylistening to
 
recordings of bird calls.
 
7. 	 Use a map to locate some ofthe areas where various birds live. They
 
will discuss the characteristics which might make the bird an
 
inhabitant ofa specific area ofthe world.
 
8. 	 Continue to add new information to their logs.
 
9. 	 Read some additional books or articles about birds from around the
 
world.
 
The Ugly Duckling bv Hans C.Andersen
 
Penguins bv Jennifer Coldrev
 
Arnold ofthe Ducks by Mordecai Gerstein
 
Make Wavfor Ducklings by Robert McCloskey
 
Have You Seen Birds? bv Joanne Onnenheim
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America's Bald Eagle by Hope Ryden
 
Kookaburra by VincentServentry
 
Birds by Brian Wildsmith
 
The Owl and the Woodpecker by Brian Wildsmith
 
Owl Moon bv Jane Yolen
 
"A Project for the Birds" from National Geogranhic World
 
"Owls"from Zoo Books
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DESSON3
 
SYNOPSISOFTHEBOOK:
 
How Birds Flv bv RussellFreedman
 
A nonfictional book thatidentifies the different types offeathers that
 
birds have. It also describes how a bird is able to fly andland by using its
 
wings and feathers.
 
INTO
 
Students will:
 
1. 	 Compare and contrast a bird and an airplane.
 
2. 	 Write astoryin which they assume the role ofa bird. They are to
 
include details on how it would feel to soar through the sky and what
 
would happen ifthey were to injure a wing.
 
3. 	 Preview the book How Birds Flv. They are to look atthe illustrations
 
and predict what new ideas they will be learning about birds.
 
THROUGH
 
Students will listen to and read How Birds Flv by Russell Freedman.
 
BEYONU
 
Students will:
 
1. 	 Work in groups to make a crossword puzzle which will use some ofthe j
 
new vocabulary words introduced in this book. The crossword puzzle
 
will be exchanged with another group so that each group can solve
 
one.
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2. 	 Demonstrate how a bird's wingis lifted in order for it to take offand
 
fly. Each student will hold a sheetofpaper by one edge,so the loose
 
end drops to the floor. Students will note how air presses againstit
 
from all sides. Then students will blow over the top ofthe paper noting
 
what happens. Students will determihe what happens ifthe paper is
 
blown harder or softer.
 
3. 	 Record the results ofthe expeiamentin their logs.
 
4. 	 Take a walking tour ofthe school and coMect bird feathers. They will
 
attempttoidentify the t3T)e offeather.
 
5. 	 Make Indian headbands from the bird feathers.
 
6. 	 Make a graph to compare the flight speeds ofthe two birds shown in
 
the book How Birds Flv.
 
7. 	 Be free to learn more about birds'feathers from the following books:
 
A Bird's Body bvJoanna Cole
 
When Birds Change Their Feathers by Roma Gans
 
TheSpQokv Tail ofPrewittPeacock bv BdlPeet
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SYNOPSISOFTHESTORY:
 
Songofthe Swallow bv Leo Politi
 
This is the story ofJuan,a young boy,who plants a garden in hopes
 
that the swallows will nest there when they return to San Juan Capistrano
 
on their yearly migration trip^ Juan is not disappointed when the swallows
 
return on the feast ofSt.Joseph,
 
INTO
 
Students will:
 
1. 	 Watch the video entitled The Runaway Duck. This video deals with the
 
migration ofducks and geese as they head southward for the winter.
 
2. 	 Discuss the meaning of"migration" after viewing the video.
 
3. Beasked toimagine whatit would be like ifthey were to take along trip
 
awayfrom home. The method oftransportation would be by foot.
 
Students will describe how they would feel. Students will describe
 
they mightfeel ifthey discovered in a few months thatthey must
 
repeat this journey and return home.
 
4. 	 Write aboutthe trip mentioned above and tell whether or notthey
 
would want to make such ajourney.
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THROUGH
 
Students will read the book Song ofthe Swallows. The following questions
 
can be used to discuss the story.
 
1. 	Why did the story ofthe mission always seem new to Juan?
 
2. 	Why do you think that the swallows flew awayfrom the mission late in
 
the summer?
 
3. 	Do you agree with Julian when he said that"God has given the
 
swallows the mostfreedom and happiness"? Why or why not?
 
4. 	Who is the main characterin thisstory? Whatkind ofa person is he?
 
5. 	Are there any otherimportant characters in the story? How are they
 
importantto the story?
 
6. 	How did Juan feel at the be^nning ofthe story? In the middle? Atthe
 
end?
 
7. 	Whatwould the story have been like,ifthe swallows had not retumed
 
to the mission?
 
8. 	Could this story really happen? Why or why not?
 
9. 	WhatifJuan wasa little boy who did notlike birds? How would this
 
change the story?
 
10. 	Did the storyend the waythat you thoughtit would? Were you
 
prepared for the birds to come back? What did the author do to prepare
 
you?
 
11. 	Can you think ofany new facts that you learned from this story?
 
12. 	Where does the story take place? Is thisimportant to the story? Whyor
 
why not?
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BEYOND
 
Students will:
 
1. 	 Listen to the story,The Restless Robin bv Maijorie Flack,in which a
 
robin migrates northward for the spring to find a home and start a
 
family.
 
2. 	 Trace the route ofthe robin as described in The Restless Robin.
 
3. 	 Write a conversation they think might take place among a group of
 
birds that are migrating southward for the winter.
 
4. 	 Arrange a pantoinime—-a scene m which they portray themselves as
 
migrating birds. The pantomime should include a look at some ofthe
 
problems that migrating birds have to face.
 
5. 	 Choose either to be in a group which will write and stage a play based
 
on the migrating ofbirds or in a group that will construct a mural
 
depicting a group ofmigrating birds. Those working On the play will
 
design props and masks for the characters. Those working on the
 
mural can include pictures from magazines as well as the original
 
drawings ofthe students.
 
6. 	Play a game similar to tag. Some students will represent the elements
 
ofweather—snow,storms,etc. The other students will be birds. The
 
birds will try to run past the children representing the weather. The
 
weather children will try to tag the birds. This will help the children to
 
understand that many ofthe migrating birds often do not survive the
 
rough conditions that they mustface.
 
7. 	 Take a field trip to Mission San Juan Capistrano to see the place where
 
the swallows return annually.
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8. 	 Makea bird feeder to help feed the wild birds. Goata pine cone with
 
peanut butter. Sprinkle the peanutbutter with wild bird seed. Put
 
string on the end and hang the feederin a place where the birds can
 
getto it.
 
9. 	 Record all new information in their logs.
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CULMINATING ACTIVITY
 
The culnunating activity will be a Bird Day. Students will be given
 
timein class to preparefor this special event. On the day ofthe event,each
 
child will bring a real bird,a bird kite,a bird puppet,a bird mask,or some
 
other bird representation. The representation must be patterned after a
 
species ofbird ofthe child's choosing. Each child will be responsible for
 
writing either a poem ora story ahopt the bird they have chosen to
 
represent. This day willbe spentin shaiing both the representation or real
 
bird and the child's writing. Those with real birds will share the animal.
 
Those with kites will take the class outside for a demonstration. Those with
 
puppets or masks will perform for the rest ofthe class.
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EVALUATION
 
Evaluationfor this unit will take many differentforms. Ail ofthe
 
students'writing will be placedin eachindividual child's log. Throug^houtthe
 
1 ' :
 
thirteen days,conference withjeach child severallames. Discuss how the
 
written work is progressing and make note ofthe child's strengths and weak
 
nesses.
 
For many ofthe activiti|es,students;wall work witha partner. Several
 
copies oftheform below will hie includedin the log. Bach child will be respon
 
sible for completing one each time s/he doesan activity with a partner.
 
Name:
 
Partner's N;^ be: .
 
Project:
 
Did 1 do my jshare of the work?
 
§0 ©
 
Did my partner share in the work?
 
^ ©
 
Group projects will be|evaluated by each child who participated in the
 
group. Theseforms will also be included in thelog.
 
Naine: ■
 
Group Project:
 
My part in the project was:
 
Did I do myshare of the work in the project?
 
© ©
 
I was happy with our project.
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Oral discussions,P.E. activities, singing, science experiments,and
 
similar activities will be evaluated by the teacher. These grades will be
 
based solely on participation and effort.
 
The culminating project will be evaluated both by the participating
 
child and the teacher. They will conference after the child has shared the
 
final project. They will discuss how well the child has used what s/he has
 
learned from the unitin putting together the final project.
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BUNNIES
 
GOALS
 
The goals ofthis unit will be to develdp a concept ofself. Literature
 
will be used in order that children mayleam aboutfeelings and values.
 
They will be asked to apply whattheyleam to their own personallives.
 
OBJECTIVES
 
f
 
1. 	 To provide enjoyable and meaningful experiences withliterature.
 
2. 	 To compare and contrast diverse tales about rabbits.
 
3. 	 To read a fictional story and relate itto real life situations.
 
4. 	To discuss feelings and values. >
 
5. 	To read and write about bunnies.
 
6. 	To read related literature about bunnies.
 
7. 	 To use art, music, math,drama,social sciences, and science in
 
learning more about bunnies.
 
  
 
 
MATH	 LANGUAGE ARTS
 
Measure ingredients for cookies
 
Estimate weight of stuffed animals
 
Measure size of stuffed animal
 
SCIENGE
 
♦	 Discuss seasons 
♦	 VVhat doesa rabbit eat? Compare to 
vvhatyou eat 
♦	 biscuss similarities and differences 
in types of rabbits 
>	 Compare whatthe Veiveteen Rabbit
 
would eatto what Brer Rabbit would
 
eat
 
Reading: Additional books on bunnies-

poems;directions for making cookies
 
Writmo: Create a newspaper ad;com
 
pare Velveteen Rabbit and a bunny
 
from another story;write a new
 
adventure for a bunny;write a story
 
where Velveteen Rabbit becomes
 
Easter bunny;make a bunny book;
 
scripta Readers'Theatre
 
Listening: Watch and listen to video
 
cassette of The Velveteen Rabbit:
 
listen to bunny stories and poems
 
Speaking: Retell story from point of
 
view ofthe boy;describe partner as
 
a bunny;fromastory
 
'Bunnies
 
fsOOlALSTUDIES j
 
Create"Me"book
 
Discuss lessons bunnies iearned
 
Write an advice columnto a bunny
 
on how to stay out of trouble
 
Learn the history ofthe African
 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
 
Makea dance step like the
 
Velveteen Rabbit danced
 
Do the bunny hop
 
Parade in Easter bonnet
 
VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS
 
Dramatize The Veiveteen Rabbit
 
Make puppets
 
Draw three-part picture
 
Illustrate a non-illustrated page ofthe
 
story
 
Dramatize a new ending forthe story
 
Dramatize another bunny astaking
 
the place ofthe Velveteen Rabbit
 
Draw acartoon depicting favorite
 
bunny story
 
Sing "Here Comes Peter Cottontair'
 
Create an Easter bonnet
 
Design an Easter egg
 
Perform a Reader's Theatre
 
Create a mural
 
Create a bunnies bulletin board
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BUNNIES
 
SYNOPSISOPTHESTORY
 
Bianco,M. (1981). The"Velveteen Rabbit. Running Press.Pennsylvania.
 
Thisis the story ofa stuffed toy rabbit whois given to a little boyfor
 
Christmas. The boy plays with the rabbitfor a short time and then
 
carelessly tosses itin the toy closet. The Skin Horse,another animalin the
 
toy closet,teUs the rabbitthatifa child lovesa toyfor along time,it becomes
 
real. One nightthe rabbitis broughtto sleep with the boy. Thisis the
 
beginning ofa beautifulfriendship which leads the boy to drag the rabbit
 
wherever he goes. To the boy who dearlyloves the rabbit,heis real. The
 
rabbit discovers that he is notreal when he is carelessly leftin the woods
 
and found bya group ofresd rabbits who makefun ofthe toy rabbit. One
 
day,the boybecomes quite ill with scarletfever. Allofhis things are set out
 
to be burned includingthe rabbit. A fairy appears to the Velveteen Rabbit
 
and using some ofher magic,she makes him reM. In the end,the
 
Velveteen Rabbit brings his family to see the boy who helped to make him
 
real.
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INTO
 
Students will:
 
1. 	 Brainstorm alist ofeverythingthey already know aboutrabbits or
 
bunnies.
 
2. 	 Observe alive bunnyin order toleam aboutsome ofit's
 
characteristics, marmeiiams, and eating habits.
 
3. 	 Bring a favorite stuffed animal to school and discuss whyit is
 
treasured.
 
4. 	 Make a"skinny"book displaying pictiires ofboth real and stuffed to3?
 
rabbits.
 
5. 	 Discuss how it mightfeel to be a stuffed toy raffier than a real person.
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THROUGH
 
Students will read The Velveteen Rabbit. The following questions can be
 
used to discuss the story.
 
1. 	Whatlesson does the Velveteen Rabbitleam?
 
2. 	Atwhat point do you think the Velveteen Rabbitbecame real? Why?
 
3. 	Who is the mostimportant characterin this stoiy? Why?
 
4. 	Goidd this story really happen? Ifnot,why?
 
5. 	How does the author get you to think abouthow it mightfeelto be a
 
stuffed animal?
 
6. 	Whatare some ofthefeelings ofthe Velveteen Rabbitin this story?
 
7. 	What words did the author use to describe the Velveteen Rabbit?
 
8. 	Whydo youthink thatthe author did not give the boya name?
 
9. 	Did this story end the waythat youthoughtit would?
 
10. 	Can you think ofanother ending for the story? Would anythingin the
 
story have to change in order for it to end this way?
 
11. 	Whatdo you think the real rabbits would have done to the Velveteen
 
Rabbitifthe boy had notscared them away?
 
12. 	Whatdo you think would have happened to the Velveteen Rabbitifthe
 
boy had notgotten sick?
 
13. 	Do you think the boyforgotaboutthe Velveteen Rabbit when he got
 
well? Whyor why not?
 
14. 	Can toys become real ifyou wish hard enough? Why or why not?
 
15. 	Did your feelings change as you read the story? Whathappened to
 
make them change?
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16. 	Do the illustrations help add meaning to the story? Why or why not?
 
17. 	Whatdo you think the author means when he says,"Bythe time a toy
 
is Real,most ofits hair has been loved off'?
 
18. 	Does this story remind you ofany other stories or characters that you
 
know?
 
19. 	WHiatideas do you think the author was trying to share?
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BEYOND
 
Students will:
 
1. 	 Create and perform a dance step like one that you think the Velveteen
 
Rabbit would have done when he discovered that he was real.
 
2. 	 Make cookiesin the shape ofthe Velveteen Rabbit. Students will be
 
responsible for reading the directions and measuring all ofthe
 
ingredients used in making the cookies.
 
3. 	 Choose to participate in a group which will dramatize the story or one
 
which will produce a puppetshow ofthe story. Those involved in the
 
dramatization will design and make the necessary costumes, sets, and:
 
props. Those involved in the puppet show will also desipi and make
 
the necessary puppets and sets.
 
4. 	 Watch the video cassette ofthe story. Afterwards,compare the movie
 
to the book.
 
5. 	 Brir^ stuffed animals to school. Working in small groups, children
 
will estimate how manyjelly beans are needed to weigh as much as a
 
stuffed animal. They will check their answers by using a balancing
 
scale.
 
6. 	 Create a newspaper ad in which you will sell your stuffed bunny or
 
animal.
 
7. 	 Estimate and then measure the length ofyour stuffed animal by using
 
a variety ofobjects to do the measuring. For example,you can
 
measure with jelly beans,paper clips, pencils,and any ofa number of
 
other objects. Afterwards,make a graph to compare the sizes of
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various children's stuffed animals,
 
8, 	Draw a three-part picture depicting the story. Draw the Velveteen
 
Rabbit as he was atthe beginning ofthe story,in the middle,and atthe
 
end.
 
9. 	Write and then dramatize a new ending to the story.
 
10. 	Workin small groups and retell the story from the point ofview ofthe
 
boy.
 
11. 	Make a"Me"book. Design a cover that reflects you. Tell about
 
yomrself—what you like to do,what youlike to eat,your favorite colors,
 
and anything else you can about yourself. Share some ofyour feelings
 
as the Velveteen Rabbit did in his story. Tell about whatmakes you feel
 
real.
 
12. 	Draw an illustration for a pagefrom the story that does not have an
 
illustration.
 
13. 	Read orlisten to one or more ofthe followingfactual books about
 
rabbits:
 
Freckles the Rabbitbv J.Burton
 
Rabbits: All about Them by A.Silverstein and V.Silverstein
 
The Life Cvcle ofa Rabbitby J.Williams
 
The WonderBook ofCottontails and Other Rabbits by Cynthia and
 
Alvin Koehler
 
14. 	Discuss the seasons ofthe year and leam abouthow rabbits survive the
 
seasonal changes.
 
15. 	Leam about whatfoods a rabbiteats. Compare your diet to thatofa
 
rabbit. Decide ifyou both need to eatthe same things to stay healthy.
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16. 	Look at pictures ofdifferent types ofrabbit and hares. Discuss their
 
similarities and difFerenceS. Discuss how these differences help the
 
rabbits to adjustto where theylive.
 
17. 	Think aboutthe Velveteen Rabbit asa stutfed toy and compare him to a
 
real rabbit. Write a storyin which you will be either a toy rabbit ora
 
real rabbit. Be ready to tell why you chose what you did.
 
18. 	Read or listen to some stories about bunnies that teach orleam a
 
lesson.
 
The Hare and the Tortoise bvJ.LaFontaine
 
The Runawav Bunnv bv M.Brown
 
The Verv Bad Bunnv bv Marilvn Sadler
 
It's NotEasv Being a Bunnv bv Marilvn Sadler
 
Bunnv Trouble bv Hans Wilhelm
 
19. 	Discuss the lesson each bunny learned or taughtin these stories in
 
small groups with those who read them.
 
20. 	Dramatize a story in which one ofthe bunniesin these stories would
 
change places with the Velveteen Rabbit. For example,what would
 
the story be like ifthe RunawayBunny or Peter Rabbit was the main
 
character in The Velveteen Rabbit?
 
21. 	hi small groups, wiite a new adventure for a bunny from your favorite
 
story.
 
22. 	Write an advice column in which you tell the bimnyfrom your favorite
 
story how to stayoutoftrouble.
 
23. 	Draw a cartoon depicting your favorite bunny story.
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24. 	Read or listen to some poems and stories about bunnies and their
 
relationships with others.
 
Fuzzy Rabbitand the Littlfe BrotherProblem byR.Billam
 
Rabbit Travels by J.McGotmack
 
The Random House Book ofPoetry for Children selected by Jack
 
Prelutsky
 
"The Rabbit"byElizabeth Roberts
 
"Washington" by Nancy Turner
 
"Whatin the World?" by Eve Merriam
 
"Patience"byBbbbiEatz
 
Little Rabbit's BabyBrother byLucyBates
 
Little Rabbit's Loose Tooth byLucyBates
 
Mr.Rabbitand the LovelyPresentby Charlotte Zolotow
 
The ABC Bunny by Wanda Gdg
 
25. 	Choose a partner. Introduce your partner as a character h-om one Of
 
these stories or from The Velveteen Rabbit. Describe the character.Be
 
sui^e to tell about those characteristics tiiat make him a good friend.
 
26. 	Learn and do the bunny hop.
 
27. 	Listen to a tape or a readingin dialect of"De Tar Baby"and other Brer
 
Rabbit stories from Walt Disney's Uncle Remus Stories.
 
28. 	As a class,listen to the history ofhow these legends originated with
 
the African Negro and have been told through the ages. Discuss how
 
these stories compare to otherlegends you may have heard.
 
29. 	In small groups,discuss how the characters ofBrer Rabbit and the
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Velveteen Rabbit are the same and how they differ.
 
30. 	Choose afavorite Brer Ral5bit story to script and then perfoim as a
 
Reader's Theater.
 
31. 	Makealist offoods you thills:thatthe Velveteen Rabbit mighteatand
 
compare it to a list offoods thatBrer Rabbit mighteat.
 
32. 	Write an pdventure story abouta meeting between the Velveteen Rabbit
 
and Brer Rabbit. Decide whether or notBrer Rabbit will be able to
 
outwitthe Velveteen Rabbitlike he outsmarted Brer Bear and Brer
 
Fox.
 
33. 	Join with oHier students who would like to create a mural ofy^^
 
favorite Brer Rabbitstory.
 
34. 	Read or listen to one or niore ofthefollowing stories about Easter
 
bunnies.
 
Everything aboutEaster Rabbits fav W.Roser
 
The BigBunnv and the Easter Eggs bvS.Kroll
 
TheBunnv WhoFound Easter by Charlotte Zolotow
 
Hie Chocolate Rabbitbv M.Claret
 
The EasterBunnv That OverslepthvP.&Q Friftdrinh
 
Peter Cottontail
 
35. 	Write a storyin which the Velveteen Rabbit becomes the Easter bunny,
 
36. 	Learn the words and sing the song"Here Comes Peter Cottontair'.
 
37. 	Create an Easter bonnet. Wearitin an Easter parade with your
 
classmates.
 
38. 	Make a bunny book usingabunny as the pattern for the coverand
 
pages ofthe book. Write your own bunny adventurein the book.
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39. 	Create your own special design for an Easter egg.
 
40. 	Help to create a bulletin board thatincludes pictures and stories ofthe
 
bunnies you have read and written about.
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CULMINATING ACTIVITY
 
As a final event,each cliild will be asked to dress as hisdier favorite
 
bunny. Some time and thought should be given to this as the bunny should
 
representthe child the way he views himself. Each child wUl then do
 
something special to demonstrate how this bimny exemplifies his own
 
personal life. Some examples might be to read a self-authored poem,to act
 
out a favorite scene from one ofthe bunny stories,to draw a self-portrait as
 
the bunny character,or to sing a self-authored song. This activity should
 
allow the teacher to see whatstory the child enjoyed as well as a little about
 
how they perceive themselves atthe completion ofthe project.
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EVALUATION
 
Evaluation atthe firstgrhdelevel should be an ongoing process. It
 
shoiild include both teacher and Selfevaluation,as well as peer evaluation.
 
The evaluation willfocus Onthe process ratherthatthe product.
 
Anecdotalrecords should be keptthroughoutthe project. These should
 
include teacher observations as children workindividually,in small groups,
 
andin whole class activities. The teacher should also take notesofwhat
 
occursin student-teacher conferences. Portfolios should be kept ofthe
 
student's writing and other activities.
 
Students willbe responsible for working with their peers on many of
 
the activities. It will benecessaryfor Hie students to evaluate one another.
 
This can be done orally to the teacher,tape recorded,orin written form by
 
the student makingthe report.
 
Finally,students will be responsible for evaluating their own progress
 
throughoutthe project. This,too,can take anyoftheforms usedin peer
 
evaluation. Thefollowing simpleself-evaluationformatcan be used by the
 
students.
 
1. Ienjoyed the story.
 
2. I was able to read and write aboutthe stoiy.
 
3. Idid mypartin ail ofthe group work.
 
4. Ileamed somethingnewasIread and vn-ote aboutthe story. (^§)
 
The anecdotalrecord should also include notations bythe teacher
 
when itis observed thatthestudents are picking up and reading more books
 
because they have become excited aboutlearningsomething new. <
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